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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [L], the first author initiated the study of Vandermonde matrices 
with entries over a division ring K. Even in the case when K is a field, the 
definition of a Vandermonde matrix in [L] is already more general than 
that in the classical sense, as it takes into account a given endomorphism S 
of K. Under the epilogue of [L], it was further pointed out that the results 
of that paper remain valid if, in the definition of a Vandermonde matrix, 
one allows for a given S-derivation D and uses the appropriate definition of 
the “power functions” in the (S, D)-setting. Such a generalization is 
worthwhile because, in this setting, the study of Vandermonde matrices 
over K also encompasses the study of Wronskian matrices with respect 
to D, so results on Vandermonde matrices may be used to study linear 
differential equations arising from the operator D. More generally, 
Vandermonde matrices seem to be an important tool in studying the skew 
polynomial ring K[t, S, D], so a deeper understanding of Vandermonde 
matrices should be important to the study of the arithmetic of a division 
ring. 
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, we shall develop (under Sec- 
tion 2) the basic facts on skew polynomials in the (S, D)-setting, define the 
evaluation of such polynomials, and prove the all-important “Product 
Theorem” (2.7). Second, we shall give a general computation of the rank of 
a Vandermonde matrix with respect to (S, D). As in [L], the computation 
is first reduced to the case when the elements a,, . . . . a, used to build the 
Vandermonde matrix are pairwise “(S, D)-conjugate.” In this case, the rank 
of the Vandermonde matrix is computed by the dimension of a vector 
space over a certain division subring of K (cf. Theorem 4.5). Last, under 
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Sections 5 and 6, we shall study the reduction of Vandermonde and 
Wronskian matrices from size n to size n - 1, and compute the Dieudonne 
determinants of such matrices in the general (S, D)-setting. It turns out 
that, even in the classical setting when S= id and D =O, the Dieudonnt 
determinant of a nonsingular Vandermonde matrix on a,, . . . . a, over a 
division ring K need not be given by n,,j (ai - uj) in K*/[K*, K*]. Thus, 
ironically, the classical formula already in use for over 200 years turns out 
to be the “wrong” one, except in the case of fields. 
While we are in the process of developing the notion of (S, D)-conjugacy 
in a division ring, we obtain also complete generalizations of the classical 
Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem and a theorem of Gordon and Motzkin on 
roots of polynomial equations (see Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.16). 
Our generalization of the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem shows, for 
instance, that, in the (K, S, D)-setting, K is always generated as a division 
ring by its (S, D)-commutators, except in the trivial case when S= id, 
D = 0, and K is a field (see Theorem 3.11). Proofs of results like this do 
seem to require a moderate amount of new arguments beyond the classical 
case. 
In a sequel to this paper [LL], we shall apply the results developed 
herein to study in more detail the notion of algebraic sets given in [L] and 
to explore further the relationship between polynomial equations and 
differential equations over a division ring in the (S, D)-setting. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND BASIC IDENTITIES 
Under this section, we shall introduce the general notations used in this 
paper and establish the basic identities needed to carry out our program. 
Some of these identities have appeared in [Sm, Le,, Le,]. However, a 
slightly more efficient treatment is possible, so we shall give the full proofs 
of all the identities here for the sake of completeness. 
Throughout this paper, K denotes a division ring, S denotes a fixed 
endomorphism of K, and D denotes a fixed S-derivation. (The latter means 
that D is an additive homomorphism from K to K with the property that 
D(ub) = S(u)D(b) + D(u) b for all a, be K.) We shall write (K, S, D) to 
refer to this setting. For a given indeterminate t, R = K[t, S, D] shall 
denote the skew polynomial ring in t over (K, S, D). Recall that this ring 
consists of left polynomials 1 u,t’(u,~ K) which are added in the usual way 
and multiplied according to the rule tu = S(u)? + D(u) for any a E K 
[Co, p. 111. Using this last relation and an easy induction, one can show 
that 
Pa = 2 j-l(u) t’, (2.1) 
i=O 
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where f; E End(K, + ) is the sum of all possible products with i factors of S 
and n - i factors of D. For instance, f ;f = D”, f: = S”, f 7 = D”- ‘S + 
D”-*SD+ ... +DSD”-*+SDnp’. (0 ur notation here is different from 
that of [Le,], but is consistent with those in [Sm, JS].) The operators f; 
satisfy a rule which generalizes the classical Leibniz’ Rule; this is given in 
the lemma below. In this lemma (and in the sequel too), we shall write 
,?(a) for the “logarithmic derivative” D(a) a- ’ for any element a E K* = 
K\{Ol. 
LEMMA 2.2. With the above notations, we have for any a, b E K: 
(1) f i(ab) = Zckf I(a)f i-(b) (k 6 n), 
(2) D”(ab) =C;=of;(a) D’(b), 
(3) D”+‘(b) = Cycof &C(b)) D’(b). 
Proof (1) follows by an easy induction on n, using the recursive 
relation f t + ’ = Dof;+Sof;-,. (In fact, by (2.1), the formula (1) is 
equivalent to the associativity relation t”(ab) = (t”a)b in the ring 
K[t, S, D], where a, be K.) Letting k=O in (l), we get (2). Letting 
a=L(b) in (2), and noting that D”(L(b) .b) = D”(D(b))= D”+‘(b), we 
get (3). Q.E.D. 
At this point, it will be convenient to recall some of the key properties of 
the ring R = K[t, S, D]. Using the usual definition of the degree of a 
polynomial, we have always deg fg = deg f + deg g, which implies that R 
has no zero divisors. Further, the Euclidean algorithm holds for right 
division, namely iff (t) and g(t) # 0 are in R, then there exist a unique q(t) 
and a unique r(t) in R such that f = q .g + r, where deg r < deg g or else r = 0. 
This form of the Euclidean algorithm implies, as usual, that R is a left prin- 
cipal ideal domain. Next, we shall define the process of “evaluating” a (left) 
polynomial f(t) = C bit’ at an element a E K. The “obvious” evaluation 
1 biai is no longer the right definition here because it does not take into 
account the data (S, D), and therefore fails to lead to a good “Remainder 
Theorem.” To give the correct definition of evaluation, we first define a 
sequence of mappings {N, : K + KJ n > 0} recursively as follows: 
N,(a) = 1, 
N,, ,(a) = SW,(a)) a + DWn(a)) 
(a E K). (2.3) 
The importance of the N,‘s is evident from the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4. L-et aEK, f(t)=Cb,t’ER=K[t,S,D], and let f(t)= 
q( t)( t - a) + r (r E K) be the result of the right division off(t) by t - a. Then 
we have r = C b,N,(a). 
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Proof We first observe the following which is in fact a special case of 
the lemma: 
For any n 2 0, t”--N,(a)ER.(t--a). (*) 
This follows easily by induction on n, since 
t n+‘-N,+I(a)=t”+’ - W,(a)) a - WV,(a)) 
= t n+’ + S(N,(a))(t - a) - (S(N,(a)) t + D(N,(a)) 
= S(N,(a))(t - a) + t(t” - N,(a)). 
Using (*), we have therefore 
and so r = C b,N,(a) by the uniqueness of the Euclidean algorithm. Q.E.D. 
In view of the above lemma, it is natural to definef(a) := C biNi for a 
left polynomial f(t) = C biti E R. Using this definition, the lemma above 
retrieves the usual Remainder Theorem: f(t) = q(t)(t - a) +f(a). In par- 
ticular, we have that t-a divides f(t) on the right ifff(a) =O. Thus, the 
N;s play the role of the “power functions” in this theory of evaluation 
of polynomials. Note that, in the case when D =O, we have 
N,,(a) = S”-‘(a) S*-*(a)... S(a) a, so the definition off(a) here boils down 
to the one given in [L]. 
Caution. If h(t)E R is given as a right polynomial C tici, then h(a) may 
not be given by C Ni(a) ci. Instead, we must first convert h(t) to a left 
polynomial C djti, and then evaluate by taking h(a) = C diNi( 
Next, we shall seek a formula for evaluating a product of two 
polynomials at a point a E K. For this purpose, we first define the notion of 
(S, D)-conjugacy. For any two elements a E K, c E K*, let us define 
a’ := S(c) ac-’ + L(c), (2.5) 
where L(c) denotes D(c) c-l (the “logarithmic derivative” of c E K*). If d is 
another element in K*, we have 
(ac)d= S(d)(S(c) ac-’ +D(c)c-‘)d-‘+D(d)d-’ 
= S(dc) a(dc)-’ + S(d) D(c)(dc)-’ + D(d) c(dc)-’ 
= S(dc) a(dc)-’ + D(dc)(dc)-’ 
(2.6) 
dc =a . 
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Two elements a, b E K are said to be (S, D)-conjugate if there exists an 
element c E K* such that a” = b. Using (2.6), it is easy to check that (S, D)- 
conjugacy is an equivalence relation, so we can speak of (S, D)-conjugacy 
classes. (For.instance, the (S, D)-conjugacy class of 0 consists of all the 
logarithmic derivatives (O’= L(c): c E K*}.) In the case when D = 0, an 
(S, D)-conjugacy class in our sense is an S-conjugacy class in the sense of 
[L]. If also S = id, an (S, D)-conjugacy class, of course, boils down to a 
usual conjugacy class in the division ring K. 
Using the notion of (S, D)-conjugacy, the next result provides us with a 
powerful formula for evaluating a product f(t) g(t) at a E K, in 
generalization of [L, Theorem 23. (This result has already been alluded to 
under the epilogue of [L].) 
PRODUCT THEOREM 2.7. Let f(t), g(t) E R and a E K. Zf g(a) = 0, then 
(fg)(a) = 0. Q-g(a) Z 0, then (k)(a) =f (ag9 g(a). 
Proof: If g(u) = 0, then, by the preceding lemma, t - a divides g(t) on 
the right and thus also divides f(t) g(t) on the right, so (fg)(u) = 0. Now 
assume c:=g(u)#O. Writingg(t)=q,(t)(t-a)+c and b=a’, we have 
(t - 6) c = S(c) t + D(c) - bc = S(c)(t - a). 
Writing further f(t) = q2( t)( t - b) + f (b), we have 
f(t) g(t) =f (t) q,(t)(t - a) + (dt)(t - 6) +f (b)) c 
=f (t) ql(t)(t - a) + dt) s(c)(t - a) +f (b) c. 
(2.8) 
Thus, f(b) c = f (ugCa) ) g(u) is the remainder of f(t) g(t) when the latter 
is divided on the right by t-u. From Lemma 2.4, it follows that 
(fg)(a) =f (ag(9 g(a). Q.E.D. 
From the Product Theorem, we can now derive a few basic identities 
involving the operators f ;, Ni, D’, and L (0 < i < n). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let a E K and b, c E K*. Then 
(1) N,(a’) c = C1dJf l(c) Ni(U), 
t2) N,+,(a)=CI=,fl(N,(a)) Ni(“), 
(3) N,+,(c)=~,(c’) c=C1=ofl(c) Ni(C), 
(4) WC) = N”(L(C)) c, 
(5) L(cb) = L(b)“, 
(6) L(cbc-‘)-L(c)=S(c) L(bc-‘)c-‘, 
(7) L(b) - L(c) = S(c) L(c-’ b) cp’. 
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Proof (1) Using the Product Theorem to evaluate h(t) := t”c = 
C;= J;(c) t’ at u, we get C;= J;(c) N,(a) = h(a) = (t” evaluated at a’) . c = 
N,(d) c. 
(2) We may assume that d := N,(a) # 0, for otherwise, by induction 
on j 2 0, we have N, +i(a) = 0 so (2) holds trivially. Applying the Product 
Theorem to evaluate t” + m = t” . t”’ at a, we have N,+,(u) = ZV,(u“) d which 
is equal to C;=of;(d) N,(u) by (1). (Note that the formula (2) here is a 
generalization of [L, Lemma l(l)] since, in the case when D = 0, (2) boils 
down to N,+,(u) = S”(N,(u)) . N,,(u).) 
(3) follows from (1) and (2) by letting m = 1 and a = c. 
(4) We have D(c) = (D(c) c-‘) c = L(c) c so the formula is true for 
n = 1. If the formula is true for n, then, writing b = L(c), we have 
Dn+‘(c)= D(N,(b) c) = S(N,(b)).D(c) + D(N,(b)) .c 
= [S(N,(b)) . b + D(N,(b))] .c = N,, ,(b) c. 
Alternatively, (4) can be deduced from (1) by letting a = 0 and observing 
that Ni(0) = 0 for i > 1. 
(5) By (2.6), L(cb) = Ocb = (Ob)c = L(b)‘. 
(6) Using (5), we have L(cbc-‘) = [L(bc-‘)I’= S(c) L(bc-‘) c-’ + 
L(c). Transposition yields (6). 
(7) follows from (6) by replacing the b there by c-‘bc. Q.E.D. 
Another useful consequence of the Product Theorem is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Zf A c K is a finite set with n elements, then there 
exists a nonzero polynomial h(t) E R = K[t, S, D] of degree <n which 
vanishes on A. 
Proof: We proceed inductively on n, the case n = 1 being clear. Let 
g(t) E R\(O) with degree <n - 1 vanish on A’, where A is the disjoint 
union of A’ and a singleton set {u}. If g(u) =O, we can take h(t)=g(t); 
otherwise, we can take h(t) = (t - ugCa)) g(t). Q.E.D. 
We close this section with a note on notations. Ideally, the (S, D)-con- 
jugation of a by c should have been denoted by ‘u instead of a’. If we use 
the former notation, then the rule (2.6) will take the more pleasant form 
‘(‘a) = dcu, and likewise, Proposition 2.9(5) becomes L(cb) = ‘L(b). We 
have, however, opted for the right-hand notation “a”’ since it seems to be 
the more traditional one. Of course, the “right” way to define uc would 
have been to take S(c)-‘UC+ D(c-‘) c (instead of S(c) UC-’ + D(c) c-‘) 
for this would guarantee (u~)~= a”‘. However, the Product Theorem would 
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then come out as (fg)(a) =f(ag’“‘-‘)g(a). Since this is somewhat 
unpleasant, we opted for the notation a” = S(c) UC-’ + D(c) c-i. Note that 
the formula (ac)d= udc has really no disadvantages. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS OF CLASSICAL RESULTS 
Under this section, we shall obtain various extensions of the classical 
Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem and a theorem of Gordon and Motzkin 
[GM] on roots of polynomial equations to the (S, D)-setting. Because of 
the presence of a derivation, the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem under this 
section exhibits several new features not present in its classical version. 
First we introduce some useful notations. For a, b E K, define 
Cs~D(u,b)={c~K*:uc=b}u{O}and 
P “(a) = cs. D(u, a) (the (S, D)-centralizer of a). 
(3.1) 
LEMMA 3.2. ( 1) Cs* D(u) is a division subring of K for every a E K. 
(2) UE K is (S, D)-conjugate to b E K iff there exists an element CE K* 
such that (t-b) c = S(c)(t - a) in R = K[t, S, D]. 
(3) Let Z(u, b)= {f(t)ER: (t-b)f(t)ER.(t-a)}. Then Z(u, b)= 
PT~(u, b) 0 R . (t-u). 
Proof. (1) Using the relation (u’)~= &(c, dtz K*) established in (2.6), 
it is a simple matter to check that, for x, y E CS*D(u)\{O}, x-‘, xy, and 
x + y are all in Cs7 “(a). 
(2) If b = a’ where c E K*, we have shown that (t - b) c = S(c)( t - a) 
in (2.8). The converse follows simply by reversing this computation. 
(3) The inclusion “2” is clear. For the reverse inclusion, let 
f(t)EZ(u,b). Dividingf(t) by t-u, we havef(t)=q(t)(t-u)+cfor some 
c E K. Therefore, 
(t-b)f(t)=(t-b)q(t)(t-u)+(t-b)cER.(t-a). 
This shows that (t-b)cER.(t--a) so (t-b)c=d(t-a) for some deK. 
Equating coefficients, we have S(c) =d and D(c) - bc= -da = -S(c) a. 
Thus, if c # 0, we have b = S(c) UC- ’ + L(c) = a’; i.e., c E Cs* D(u, b). This 
checks that f (t) E R. (t - a) @ Cs, D(u, b). Q.E.D. 
Let us make some remarks here which will give a better insight into the 
results stated in the above lemma. These remarks, however, will not be 
needed directly in this paper, so we shall leave their detailed proofs to the 
reader. 
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Remarks. Cs* D(a, b) is an additive subgroup of K, and we have a 
natural group isomorphism CsY D(a, 6) g Hom,(R/R . (t - a), R/R . (f - b)). 
In particular, a is (S, D)-conjugate to b iff R/R. (t - a) E R/R . (t - 6) as 
(simple) left R-modules. This makes it conceptually clear that (S, D)-con- 
jugacy is an equivalence relation. Also, in the case a = b, we have a ring 
isomorphism Cs. “(a) g End,(R/R . (t -a)) (where the latter is viewed as a 
ring of right operators on R/R. (t - a)), so the fact that Cs~ “(a) is a 
division ring may be viewed as a natural consequence of Schur’s Lemma. 
For any a E K, we define D, s(x) = ax - S(x) a for any x E K. It is easy to 
check that D,, is an S-derivation on K, we shall call it the inner 
S-derivation associated with a. For any S-derivation D, let K, := {b E K: 
D(b) = 0} denote the division subring of the “constants” of D. Then, for 
any a E K, we have Cs, “(a) = K,- D.,s; in particular, Cs* D(O) is just K,. 
Next, we define the (S, D)-center of K to be the subset 
Zs* “(K) = {a E K: a’ = a for every c E K* > 
= {aEK: CS*D(a)=K}. 
(3.3) 
We also define Z’(K) = Zs* ‘( K) = {a E K: S(c) a = ac for every c E K} and 
Z(K) = {a E K: ca = ac for every c E K} (the usual center). 
LEMMA 3.4. (1) a E Zss D(K) iff D = D,, s (so Zs, “(K) is nonempty ijjf D 
is an inner S-derivation). 
(2) OEZ~*~(K) iffD=O. 
(3) Suppose a E Zss “(K). Then Zsg “(K) = a + Z”(K). 
(4) ZSW)Z {Oj Xf-s is an inner automorphism. 
(5) Let D=D,;,; then a is (S, D)-conjugate to b zff a - c is (S, O)- 
conjugate to b - c. 
Proof: (1) If aEZS*D(K), then a=a’= S(c) ace’+ D(c) c-l for all 
c E K*, so D(c) = ac - S(c) a = D, Jc); i.e., D = D, s. The converse follows 
from the same calculation. (2) is the special case of (1) when a = 0. For (3), 
assume a E Zsy “(K). Then we have b E Zsv “(K) o D,, s = D = D,, s o 
h-L&S= Oo(b-a)c=S(c)(b-a) for all cEKob-aEZ’(K). (4) is 
clear. For (5), note that, for D = D, s, if b = ax where x E K*, then 
b=S(x)ax-‘+D(x)x-’ 
= S(x) ax-’ +(cx-S(x)c)x-‘, 
and so b - c = S(x)(a - c) x- ‘. This means that a - c is (S, O)-conjugate to 
b - c. The converse follows by reversing this computation. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Assume that K is a field. Then 
if S = id, 
$ S # id. 
1 @ 
if D is not S-inner, 
Z”-D(K)= K if D=Dn.s, S=id. (In thiscase, D=O.) 
(a} if D=D,,s,S#id. 
Proof: This follows easily from (3.4) by using the commutativity of K. 
Q.E.D. 
With the above preparation, we are now ready to proceed to the 
generalizations of the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let MS K be a division subring of K and A be a subset 
of M. Then 
(1) A”zMfor every XEK* iff AcZSsD(K). 
(2) M” G M for all x E K* iff D = 0, S = id, and M is a subfield of 
Z(K). 
(3) (M*)” c M for all x E K* iff we have either (a) D = 0, S= id, and 
M is a subfield of Z(K), or (b) char(K) = 2, M= IF,, and D = D,,,. 
Proof: (1) The “if’ part is obvious. Now assume A” EM for every 
x E K*, but that there exists an element a E A\Zx D(K). Fix any element. 
c$ CSsD(a) and let a1 :=ac#a. We also have c + 14 Cs* D(a) so 
a2 :=a ‘+ ’ # a. SinceA” G M for all x E K*, we have a,, a2 E M. But from 
a,(c+l)=S(c+l)a+D(c+l) 
and 
a, c = S(c) a + D(c), 
we have a=(a,-aa,)c+a,. Therefore, c-‘=(a-a,)-‘(a,-a,)eM and 
so CEM. 
Now fix any element d# M. By the argument in the above paragraph, we 
must have de C’* “(a). Similarly, from c + d# M, we also have 
c + de CSvD(a). Since CS*D(a) is an additive group, it follows that 
c E Cs, D(a), a contradiction. 
(2) (“Only if’ part.) If M” G M for all x E K*, it follows from (1) that 
ME Zs, D(K). In particular, 0, 1 E Z’* “(K). From (3.4), we get 
O=D=D,,, and so S = id. We have then M c Zs, “(K) = Z(K). 
(3) If (a) holds, we have clearly (M*)” = M* for all x E K*. Now assume 
(b) holds. Then M* = {l}, and we have lx= (S(x)+ D(x)) x-’ = 
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XX -’ = 1, so again (M*)“= M* for all XE K*. Finally, assume that 
(M*)” E M for all x E K*. From (l), we have M* c Z?(K). In particular, 
1 EZ~*~(K), and so D=D,,,. If S = id, then D = 0. In this case we have 
M* E Z’. D(K) = Z(K), so we are in the situation (a). Now assume S # id. If 
we can show that M* = { 1 }, then clearly we are in the situation (b) and 
the proof will be complete. Assume, for the moment, that M* # { 1 }; let y 
be an element of M* different from 1. Then y’ :=y - 1 EM* and so y, 
~‘EZ~‘~(K). But then by (3.4)(3), l=y-y’eZS(K). This means that 
S(c). 1 = 1 . c for all CE K, in contradiction to the assumption that S# id. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.7. (1) Any nonsingleton (S, D)-conjugacy class {ax: XE K* } 
generates K as a division ring. In particular, if D is not an S-inner derivation, 
then any (S, D)-conjugacy class generates K as a division ring. 
(2) If D is a nonzero S-derivation, then K is generated as a division 
ring by all the logarithmic derivatives {L(x): x E K*}. 
(3) Zf D # I- S, then K is generated as a division ring by 
{~“=(S(X)+D(~))X~‘:XEK*}. 
(4) Zf S # id, then K is generated as a division ring by {S(x) x- ‘: 
XE K*}. 
Proof (1) Let M be the division subring of K generated by 
{a”:xEK*}. If M#K, then for A={a}cM, we have A”cMfor every 
XEK*. By (3.6)(l), it follows that a E ZsV n(K). This happens iff 
{a”: x E K* } is a singleton, and, also, iff D = D, s. This implies (1 ), and 
(2), (3) follow by applying (1) respectively to a = 0 and a = 1. Finally, (4) 
follows from (3) by letting D = 0. Q.E.D. 
Even when K is a field and either S = id or D = 0, the result above does 
not seem to be well known. We record below a very special case of (3.7). 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let K 2 F be any finite field extension such that K has 
an F-automorphism S # Id,, and let dE N&K*). Then K is generated as a 
field by the set N,:(d) := {x E K: NK,F(x) = d}. More generally, for any 
element c E K, K is generated as a field by the set c + N,gd). 
Proof Fix any element a E K such that N&a) = d. Then the first con- 
clusion follows by applying (3.7)( 1) to the (S, O)-conjugacy class of a. 
(Note that any element of the form S(x)/x has norm 1 and so the (S, O)- 
conjugacy class of a is contained in N,:(d).) The second conclusion 
follows similarly by arguing with the (S, D)-conjugacy class of c + a where 
D := D,s. Note that, by (3.4)(5), this conjugacy class is obtained simply 
by adding c to the (S, 0)-conjugacy class of a, and therefore it is contained 
in c + Ni,gd). Q.E.D. 
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The corollary above implies, for instance, that the field C of complex 
numbers is generated by any circle of positive radius in the Gaussian plane. 
The proof of the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem in (3.6) also yields useful 
information about commutators. For elements a, c E K*, let us define the 
(S, D)-commutator [a, c] to be a-la”. Using the notations in the first 
paragraph of the proof of (3.6), the equation a = (uz - a,) c + u2 obtained 
there can be rewritten as a - u’+i = (a”+ ’ -a’) c, so left multtiplication by 
up’ leads to the commutator identity 
1-[~,~l=(C~,~l-C~,cl)c, (3.9) 
where d= c + 1. The only assumptions we need are that a, c, d are all 
nonzero. 
COROLLARY 3.10. For any a E K*, we have a E Zs* D(K) ijjf Cs3 “(a) 
contains all (S, D)-commutators [x, y] (x, y E K*). 
ProoJ (“If” part.) Assume that a 4 Zs~ D(K). Then there exists an element 
c$ C’v “(a). Then d:= c + 14 Cs5 D(u), and so the left-hand side of (3.9) is 
nonzero. Since by assumption Cs, “(a) contains [a, d] and [a, c], (3.9) 
implies that CX “(a) also contains c, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
It turns out that this corollary is also true for a =O. However, some 
additional arguments are needed for the proof. We shall do this below: see 
Remark 3.14. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let A4 be the division subring of K generated by all the 
(S, D)-commutators. Then M = K unless S = id, D = 0, and K is a field, 
Prooj For any a E M* and x E K*, we have u~=u.[u,x]EM*.ME 
M, so we have (M*)” s M for all x E K*. Assume that M# K. Then, by 
(3.6)(l) and (3.6)(3), ~EM*EZ~*~(K) so that D=D,,s, and we have 
either (a) D = 0, S = id, and M is a subfield of Z(K), or (b) char(K) = 2 and 
M= IF,. 
If we are in case (a), then all commutators x-‘yxy-’ E MS Z(K), so by 
(3.10), any a E K* belongs to Z(K). This shows that K is a field, so we are 
done. Suppose now that we are in case (b). If we can show that S = id again, 
then we can finish the argument as above. Assume, instead, that S# id; fix 
an element XE K* such that S(x) #x. Clearly, x + 1 #O, S(x) #O, and 
D(x) =x - S(x) # 0. Let a := -S(x)-’ D(x) # 0. Then 
S(x+l)a+D(x+l)=S(x)u+a+D(x)=a. (3.12) 
On the other hand, since [a, x + 1 ] E M = (0, 1 }, we have 
S(x+1)a+D(x+1)=a[u,x+l](x+1)~{O,u(~+1)}. 
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This is in contradiction to (3.12) since a # 0 and a # a(x + 1). This shows 
that S = id, which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.13. An S-derivation D on a division ring K is zero iff 
D([x,y])=Ofor all x, yEK*. 
Proof: (“If” part.) Assume that D #O. Then KD := Cs* D(O) = 
{z: D(z) = 0} is a proper division subring of K. By (3.1 l), K is generated by 
all (S, D)-commutators. Therefore, there exists an (S, D)-commutator 
Cx,~l#h,; i.e., D(Cx,yl)#O. 
REMARK 3.14. In view of (3.4)(2), this corollary means that (3.10) 
remains true for a = 0. 
This concludes our extensions of the classical Cartan-Brauer-Hua 
(C-B-H) Theorem to the general (S, D)-setting. What we have dealt with 
here may be called the “multiplicative form” of the Cartan-Brauer-Hua 
Theorem. In the classical case when S = id and D = 0, the C-B-H Theorem 
has also an “additive form,” as expounded in [J, p. 186, Theorem 1, 
Part (2)]. This additive form is also capable of an extension to the (S, D)- 
setting, as has been shown by van Pragg [VP]. 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall extend classical results 
of Herstein and Gordon-Motzkin to the (S, D)-setting. (K, S, D) will 
continue to have the same meaning as before. 
LEMMA 3.15. Assume that K is infne. Then, for any a E Ir\Z’v D(K), ‘we 
have Card { a”: x E K* } = Card K. 
Proof. By standard facts on group actions, Card {a”: x E K* > equals 
the (group-theoretic) index [K*: M*] where M := Cs, “(a). Since 
a $ Zsv D(K), there exists an element x $ M. If b, c are different elements of 
M, we have (x+b)M*#(x+c)M*. For, if x+b=(x+c)y for some 
y E M*, then y # 1 and we have x = (cy - b)( 1 - y)-’ E M, a contradiction. 
Therefore, [K*: M*] > Card M. If Card M = Card K, we have clearly the 
desired conclusion. If Card M< Card K, then, from Card K = Card K* = 
[K*: M*] Card M*, we see easily that Card K= [K*: M*]. Q.E.D. 
The next Proposition generalizes a result of B. Gordon and T. Motzkin 
in [GM]. The proof follows essentially the same lines in this reference. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let f (t) E R = K[t, S, D] and assume that, for some 
aE K and some x E K*, we have a # ax and f(a) =f (ax) = 0. Then 
Card{ay:yeK* andf(&)=O}>,Card M where M:=CS*o(a). 
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Proof We shall use the functions f;: K-P K constructed under Section 
2. Let f (t) = C b, t’. For any y E K*, (2.9)( 1) implies that 
f(a~).y=Cb,N,(a’).~=Cbi Cf$y)N,(‘). 
I i j=O 
Therefore, the nonzero solutions of the equation 
xbi i fj(y)Nj(a)=O (3.17) 
i j=O 
are the same as those of flay) = 0. Now, if y, y’ are nonzero solutions of 
(3.17), then y +y’ is also a solution, since the functions fj are additive. 
Moreover, if ZEM*, then f(a’Z)=f((aZ)Y)=f(aY)=O, so yz is also a 
solution of (3.17). The hypothesis f(a) = f (ax) = 0 means that 1 and x are 
solutions of (3.17), and so x + 1 . z are also solutions of (3.17) for every 
z E M. The fact that a #ax shows that x + z # 0 for all z E M. Let z, z’ be 
different elements in M. Then, as in the proof of (3.15), we have 
(x+z)-‘(x+z’)$A!f, so ux+=#ux+z’. Therefore, the number of uy’s such 
that f (ay) = 0 is at least Card M. Q.E.D. 
In the classical case (when S = id and D = 0), if K is an infinite division 
ring, then the centralizer C(u) of any element u E K is infinite (see [Co, 
p. 3021). In this case, the proposition above shows that if f (t) has two 
distinct roots in a conjugacy class A, then f(t) has infinitely many roots 
in A. In our more general situation, however, it can happen that an 
(S, D)-centralizer A4 = Cs3 “(a) is finite even if K is infinite. We shall give 
such an example below. 
EXAMPLE 3.18. Let K be the field F,(z), and let S be defined by 
S(z) = z*, with D = 0. Then zZ= S(z) zz-’ = z2, so z* belongs to the (S, O)- 
conjugacy class A of z. On the other hand, Cs~o(z)* consists of the x’s such 
that z = zX = S(X) zx-‘; these x’s are just the (nonzero) fixed points of S, so 
we have C’s O(z) = IF,, even though K is infinite. Consider the left 
polynomial f (t) = t* - (z” + z3 + z’) t + (z’ + z”) E K[t, S, 01. We can check 
directly that f (z) = f (z’) = 0. (In fact, f(t) was constructed as the minimal 
polynomial of the doubleton set (z, z’} c A in the sense of CL].) In order 
to find all roots off in A, consider the set E= { 0} u ( y G K*: f (zy) = O}. By 
explicit computation, f (z’) y = z3[S2( y) - (z* + z + 1) S(y) + (2’ + 2) y]. 
Thus, E consists of the solutions of 
s2(y)-(z2+z+1)s(y)+(z2+z)y=o (3.19) 
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in K= IF,(z). The two roots z, zi off correspond to the two solutions y = 1 
and y = z of (3.19). By a later result (cf. (4.5)), E is a vector space of dimen- 
sion 2 over Csg O(z) = IF,, so E is exactly F, . 1 @ IF,,. z. This can also be seen 
directly as follows. Write a typical solution y of (3.19) in the form 
a(z) + P(z)/r(z), where a, /I, y E F,[z], with deg fl< deg y. Substituting this 
into (3.19) and using a degree argument, we see easily that /I(z) = 0 and 
deg a(z) < 1. The roots off in A are therefore in one-one correspondence 
with the projective line (E\{O})/F,*, or, more precisely, there are exactly 
p+ 1 roots offin A, consisting ofz and S(z+r) z(z+r)-‘=z(z*+r)/(z+r) 
for any r E IF,. These are, in fact, all the roots offin K, since the fact that f 
is the minimal polynomial of {z, z’} c A implies that f has no more roots 
outside of A (see [L, Section 21). 
4. THE RANK OF VANDERMONDE AND WRONSKIAN MATRICES 
Under this Section, (K, S, D) shall have the same meaning as before. 
With the generalized “power functions” Ni (i > 0) in the (K, S, D)-setting, 
we can define the (S, D)-Vandermonde matrix on the elements a,, . . . . a,, E K 
v,(a,, . . . . a,) = 
1 
Wan) 
N,-,(a,) N,-‘,(a,) ... ‘N,-‘,(a,) 
The main theory of Vandermonde matrices developed in [L] carries over 
to the (K, S, D)-setting, with essentially the same proofs. (The notion of 
(S, D)-conjugacy introduced under Section 2 together with the Product 
Theorem in (2.7) enable us to transcribe all proofs in [L] to our new set- 
ting.) In particular, by the analogue of [L, Theorem 231 (and the remarks 
made thereafter), we see that the rank of the Vandermonde matrix built on 
A = {a,, . . . . a,} is given by C ri where ri is the rank of the Vandermonde 
matrix built on Ai, and A=A,u ... u A, is the partition of A into its 
(S, D)-conjugacy classes. By this reduction, the main case of interest in the 
computation of the rank of a Vandermonde matrix is the case when 
a,, . . . . a,, are in a single (S, D)-conjugacy class of K. In this case, we shall 
show that the rank of V,(a,, . . . . a,) is given by the dimension of a certain 
right vector space over the division subring Csv “(al) of K. This result 
(Theorem 4.5 below) will therefore complete the determination of the ranks 
of (S, D)-Vandermonde matrices. 
The crucial result needed for the proof of Theorem 4.5 is the following. 
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THEOREM 4.2. For a nonzero polynomial f (t) E R = K[ t, S, D] and a E K, 
let M=CS*D(a) andE(f,a)=(O}u{y~K*:f(a”)=O}. Then E(f,a) is a 
right M-vector subspace of K with dim,,., E(f, a) < degf: 
Proof: It is already clear from the “linearization” procedure in the first 
half of the proof of Proposition 3.16 that E(f, a) is a right M-vector sub- 
space of K. (Related to this procedure is the fact that ay. y = S(y) a + D( y) 
is additive in y so we have an identity 
a"+"'.(x+y)=a".x+a".y (4.3) 
whenever x, y, x + y E K*.) To prove the theorem, we proceed by induction 
on n = degf: If n =O, then E(f, a) = (0); the result is clearly true in this 
case. Now assume n > 1, and E(f, a) # (0). After a normalization, we may 
assume that 1 EE(~, a). (In the general case, fix an element XE E(f, a)\(O}. 
It is easy to check that E(f, a)= E(f, ax) .x and CS*“(a)=x-lCs*D(ax)x. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to work with E(f, a”), which contains 1.) 
Now, 1 E E(S, a) means that f(a) = 0, so we can write f(t) = h(t)(t - a), 
where h(t) E R. By the inductive hypothesis, dim,,,, E(h, a) <n - 1. To see 
that dim,,, E(f, a) <n, it suffices to show that, whenever 1, y*,..., y, are 
right M-linearly independent in E(f, a), then r <n. By the Product 
Theorem, 0 =f(aYl) = h((ay’)b’) . bi w ere h bi=aY’-a#0 since yi#M. 
Therefore, we have biyiE E(h, a) (2 < i6 r). We claim that these elements 
are right M-linearly independent. Once we have proved this, then 
r - 1 <dim,,,, E(h, a) < n - 1 gives the desired conclusion r i n. To prove 
our claim, assume instead that there are elements c2, . . . . c, E M, not all zero, 
such that E bi y,c, = 0. Then 2 aY’yici = C ay,c,. For y = C y,c, # 0, (4.3) 
implies that 
ay . y = C ayfrz y,c, = 1 (aci)y’yiCi 
=c aY’yici =aCyici=ay. 
(Here, all summations may be taken over only the indices i such that 
ci # 0.) Thus, ay = a and so y = C y,c, E M. This contradicts the M-linear 
independence of { 1, y,, . . . . y,}. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 4.2, we can deduce as a consequence the following well- 
known result of Amitsur (cf. [Co, p. 651) on differential equations: 
COROLLARY 4.4. The zeros of the differential operator x;=,, bi D’(b, # 0) 
in K form a right -vector space of dimension < r over the division ring 
K,= (zEK: D(z)=O}. 
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Proof: For any y # 0, we have (by (2.9)(4)): 
( > CbiDi (Y)=CbihTi(L(y))y=CbilVi(oy)y=f(oY)y, 
where f(t) = XIX0 b, t’. Thus, the set of zeros of C biDi is exactly E(f, 0), 
which, by (4.3), is a right vector space over CsTD(0) = KD of dimen- 
sion d deg f = r. Q.E.D. 
The argument used in the above proof shows indeed that Amitsur’s 
result is equivalent to Theorem 4.2 in the special case when a=O. Thus, 
(4.2) may be viewed as an extension of Amitsur’s result. On the other hand, 
it is also possible to give another proof of (4.2) (for any a E K) based on 
Amitsur’s Theorem; such a proof may be found in [LL]. 
We shall now give the applications of (4.2) to the determination of the 
ranks of the Vandermonde and Wronskian matrices. In the case of 
V,(Ul 9 **a, a,), we shall focus our attention on the case when all uls are in a 
single (S, D)-conjugacy class of K. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let a be any element of K and M= Cs- D(u). Then, for 
any {yl, . . . . y,,} E K*, we have rank V,,(uY1, . . . . &n) = dim,( y,M+ . . . + 
y,M). (In particular, V,,(aY1, . . . . uyn) is invertible iffy,, . . . . y, are right linearly 
independent over M. ) 
(Recall that the rank of a matrix V over a division ring means the left 
row rank or the right column rank of V: see [L, Theorem 71.) 
Proof: Since both sides of the equation are unchanged by a per- 
mutation of the yts, we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
Yl, .*., y,(rdn)formanM-basisofy,M+ ... +y,M.Letf(t)~K[t,S,D] 
be a polynomial of degree r vanishing on &I,..., uJ+; such a polynomial 
exists by (2.10). Then, E(f, a) contains y,, . . . . yr and hence contains 
YlM+ . . . + y,M, so f (#I) = 0 for all i < n. We shall show below that the 
first r rows of V := V,(uyl, . . . . uyn) form a basis of the left row space of V. 
This will show that rank V= r. By the division algorithm in K[t, S, D], we 
can write 
1-l 
tk=q(t)f(t)+ c Cjf’ 
j=O 
for any given k. Evaluating this at uYZ and using the fact that f (t) vanishes 
on uYi, we get Nk(a”) = CJr, cjNj(uyi). This shows that the (k + 1)st row of 
V is a (left) linear combination of the first r rows. Next, we shall show that 
the first r rows of V are linearly independent in the left row space of V. If 
481/119/2-S 
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they are not, there would exist constants bo,..., b,- r E K, not all zero, such 
that cJ:i bjNj(a“‘) = 0 for all i $ n. This means that, for g(t) = c;=i b, tj, 
we have yi E E( g, a) for all i, so dim,,, E( g, a) z r. On the other hand, by 
(4.2), dim, E( g, a) < deg g < r - 1, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
REMARK 4.6. Of course, we can also define a rectangular Vandermonde 
matrix V,, .(a,, . . . . a,). But, as in [L, Theorem lo], one can show that the 
rank of this m x n matrix is simply given by min{m, r }, where r is the rank of 
the square Vandermonde matrix V,,(a,, . . . . a,). Therefore, the theory 
developed above is enough to handle the general rectangular case. 
Theorem 4.5 can now be applied to compute the rank of a Wronskian 
matrix. For given elements { y,, . . . . y,} E K, the m x n (S, D)-Wronskian 
matrix built on y, , . . . . y, is defined by 
Y2 ... 
Wm,.(Y,, ..., Y”) = (4.7) 
We may (and shall) assume that the yis are all nonzero, since a zero yi 
would simply give a zero ith column. By (2.9)(4), Dk( yi) = N,(L( y,)) yj = 
Nk(Oyl) yi, so we have a matrix equation 
Wnz,.(Yl? . ..Y y,) = V,, JO”, . . . . OYn) .diag( y,, . . . . y,). (4.8) 
Since diag( y,, . . . . y,) has rank n, and Cs* D(O) is K, (the division subring of 
the constants of D), it follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that: 
THEOREM 4.9. rank W,,J y,, . . . . y,,)=min{m,r), where r=dim,,(C y,K,). 
In particular, the square Wronskian matrix W,, = W,,, ,,( y,, . . . . yn) is 
invertible zff y,, . . . . y, are right linearly independent over K,. 
With this result, we can extend to the general (S, D)-setting certain 
classical facts about Wronskian matrices. The following fact, for instance, is 
ascribed to Pasch in old determinant theory books (cf. [Mu, p. 6711) in 
the classical case when S = id, and D = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.10. rf W,(y,, . . . . y,) is singular (i.e., not invertible), then 
so is any n x n submatrix of the infinite Wronskian matrix W,. .( y,, . . . . y,). 
Proof: By the theorem, we have a linear relation, say y, = y2c2 + . . . + 
y,c,, where CUE Kn. Then Dk(yI) = Dk(y2) c2 + ... + Dk(yn) c, for any k. 
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Thus, the first column of W,, .( y,, . . . . y,) is a right linear combination of 
the other columns. This clearly implies the desired conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Note that Theorem 4.9 has also a useful analogue when the derivation D 
is zero. In this case, we define the m x n Wronskian matrix with respect to 
the endomorphisms S by 
Yl Y2 *.- Y, 
S(Y,) 
W~..(Yl~ -*y,)= . 
S(Y2) ... L i S(YJ i ). (4.11) Srn-l(y,) Srn-l(yJ ... sm-l(y,) 
By [L, Lemma l(2)], N,(l”J)=Sk(yi)y;‘, so Sk(yi)=Nk(lyi)yi. (Here, 
ly’ = S(yi) y; ‘.) Thus, we have the following analogue of (4.8): 
Wi,.(Yl? . ..> y,) = Vi;, ,( I-“~, . . . . lyn) . diag(y,, . . . . y,). (4.12) 
From this, we have as before: 
COROLLARY 4.13. rank Wi, ,J yl, . . . . y,) = min{m, r }, where r is the 
right dimension of C y,K,, where KS:= Csso( 1) is the division subring of the 
fixed elements of S. In particular, WC Jyl, . . . . y,) is invertible iff yl, . . . . y,, 
are right linearly independent over K,. 
An interesting special case of (4.13) is the following: 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let K be a field containing a finite field F,. Then, 
y, 3 .*., y, E K are linearly independent over IF, iff 
Yl Y2 ... Yn 
Y': Yf  ... YZ 
~0. 
Prooj This follows by applying (4.13) to the field K with the 
endomorphism S(x) =x4 and noting that the fixed field of S is just IF,. 
Q.E.D. 
This corollary has been of use in coding theory when IF, above is the 
prime field of K (especially for q = 2; see, for instance, [MS, pp. 117-l 193). 
The referee has pointed out to us that, in this particular case, Corollary 
4.14 has appeared (without proof) on page 564 of [O]. 
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5. DIEUDONN~ DETERMINANTS 
According to Dieudonnb’s theory of determinants for (square) matrices 
over a division ring K, there is a map det: M,(K) + { 0} u (K*/[K*, K* ] ) 
such that (1) det(M) = 0 iff M is not invertible, (2) det: 
GZ+,(K) + K*/[K*,K*] is a group homomorphism which is trivial on the 
subgroup of GL,(K) generated by the elementary matrices, and (3) 
det(diag(a,, . . . . a,)) = a, . . . a,[K*, K*]. Furthermore, the map “det” is 
unique with respect to these properties. 
In the classical case when K is a field, S = id, and D = 0, the determinant 
of a Vandermonde matrix V,( a,, . . . . a,) is well known to be n,,j (ai- uj). 
In the general (K, S, D)-setting where K is an arbitrary division ring, 
what is the Dieudonne determinant of the (S, D)-Vandermonde matrix 
vz “(al) . ..) a,)? For D = 0, the case n = 3 is settled by the first author in 
[L, Section 11, and the case of general n is settled by Richman and Wang 
in [RW]. In this section, we shall extend these results to the most general 
(K, S, D)-setting. 
It will be convenient to use some of the terminology of [L] (extended in 
the obvious way to the (S, D)-setting). A set A E K is said to be algebraic 
(or (S, D)-algebraic to be precise) if there exists a nonzero (left) polynomial 
in K[t, S, D] vanishing on A. The unique manic polynomial f(t) of the 
least degree vanishing on A is called the minimal polynomial of A: f(t) is 
the least common left multtiple of the linear polynomials {t-a: UE A}. 
The degree off(t) is defined to be the rank of A. By (2.10), if A is linite, 
then A is always algebraic, with rank A < Card A. If A = { ui, . . . . a,}, then, 
by the analogue of [L, Theorem 81, V,,(a,, . . . . a,) is invertible iff 
rank A = n. For the purposes of computing the Dieudonne determinant, we 
may, of course, restrict ourselves to this case. Under the assumption that 
rank A = n, it follows easily that any subset in A of cardinality r has rank r. 
With these remarks, we can now state the result on the Dieudonne deter- 
minant of an (S, D)-Vandermonde matrix. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let a,, . . . . a,, E K be such that V= V,(a,, . . . . a,) is inver- 
tible. For i<n, let fi(t) E K[t, S, D] be the minimal polynomial of a,, . . . . a,. 
Then the following holds in K*/[K*, K*], 
det v=f,(a,)f,(a,)...f,~,(a,)=n (h,-hj), 
i>j 
where h,, hjc K are such that hi is (S, D)-conjugate to aj, and h, is (S, D)- 
conjugate to ai for ali i > j. 
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ProoJ: For i 2 1, let fi(t) = J$=, b, tj where b, = 1. For convenience, we 
also let fO( t) = 1. Since fi(uj) = 0 for j < i, we have by inspection 
(j[,. bi;,l j ,... 1.. $V 
-1 Ai) 2:;:; x$j. (5.2) 
Taking determinant of both sides, we have then 
det(V)=f,(a,)f,(a,)...f,-,(a,)EK*ICK*, K*l. 
By using the Product Theorem, the fi(t)‘s can be determined explicitly by 
induction (cf. the proof of (2.10)). In fact, if we set h,= uf-l(@ for i> 1, 
then 
If a E K is not a root of fi( t), then fi(a) is computed as follows: 
fj(a)= (d-'(a)- hj)fj-,(a) 
+-1'~'-~j)(&2(")- jj-,)..+p. j,). 
Thus 9 if we let h, = d-@J for i >j, the above formula gives 
fi(uj+I)=(hj+l,j-hj)(hj+,,j-,-hj-,)”’(hj+,,,-h,). 
Taking the product of these over i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, we have then derived 
the desired formula for det( V). (Note that, by construction, hj is (S, D)- 
conjugate to uj and h, is (S, D)-conjugate to ui for i >j.) Q.E.D. 
If K is a field, S = id, and D = 0, then (S, D)-conjugacy means equality, 
so we have h,= hi= ui, and (5.1) boils down to the classical formula 
det( V) = ni., j (ui - uj). If K is a division ring and D = 0, our formula here 
is a bit more precise than the one given in [RW]. Note that, if K is 
not commutative, then, even when S = id and D = 0, det( V) need not be 
given by n,,, (ai- uj) modulo [K*, K*]. The following provides a 3 x 3 
(counter).example. 
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By (5.1), an invertible V,(a, b, c) has Dieudonne determinant 
(~“~~-b~~~)(c-a)(b-a) in K*/[K*, K*]. Is c(‘Pa-bb-u the same as 
c-b modulo [K*, K*]? Let K be the division ring of the real quaternions 
and let a=i+l, b=j, and c=i. Then, c”-“-bb-a=(5i-j-2k)/3, and 
c -b = i-j. Since the former has (quaternion) norm 10/3 and the latter has 
norm 2, these two elements cannot be the same in K*/[K*, K*]. 
REMARK 5.3. The coefficients b, of&(t) in the proof of (5.1) should be of 
independent interest, since they are, in some sense, the “elementary sym- 
metric functions” in the noncommutative setting. The point is, that fi(t) does 
not depend upon the order in which the a,, . . . . a, are given. For instance, let 
us work with fi(t). Using the natural order a,, a2 and the reversed order 
a2, a,, respectively, we have 
fi(t) = (t - ayea )(t-a,)=t2-((S(a,)+a;2-“1)t+a~-“1a,-D(a,) 
=(t-a’fl-“Z )(t -a*) = t* - (S(a,) + ~7’~“~) t + ayl-a* a, - D(a,). 
Thus, upon a trivial sign change, we obtain the following “elementary 
symmetric functions” in a, and a2 : 
Of course, once these expressions are given, one can vertfy directly that they 
are “symmetric.” However, it is much harder to guess, a priori, what they 
should be tf they are not given. 
Using the notion of the minimal polynomial, we can also provide 
without difficulty the construction of the inverse of a Vandermonde matrix. 
In the classical case when K is a field, S = id, and D = 0, such constructions 
can be found in [Pa] and [K, P. 361. But now we work in the general 
(K, S, D)-setting. Assume that Vn(al, . . . . a,) is invertible, and let 
g,(t) = x;rd cii tj be the minimal polynomial of (a,, . . . . a,- 1, ai+, , . . . . a,}. 
Also, let dij = g,(a,)-’ . cij, and consider the matrix (d,) where 1 < i < n and 
0 <j<n - 1. The product of the ith row of (d,) and the kth column of 
V,(a,, . . . . a,) is 
n-1 n-1 
C dvNi(a,) =gi(a,)-’ C ctiNi(a,) =gi(ai)-‘gi(a,) = c?&. 
j=O j=O 
Therefore, we have proved: 
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THEOREM 5.5. If V,(a,, . . . . a,) is invertible, then its inverse is given by the 
matrix (d,) constructed above. 
In the classical case when K is a field, S= id, and D = 0, one has, of 
course, gi(t)=llk,i (t-4.), so, up to a sign, the c;s are the elementary 
symmetric functions in (ai, . . . . aj-, , a,, , , . . . . a,}. 
Because of the basic relation (4.8) between Vandermonde matrices and 
Wronskian matrices, Theorem 5.1 on det l/,(ur, . . . . a,) also gives the 
complete determination of the Dieudonne determinant of an (invertible) 
Wronskian matrix W,( y,, . . . . y,). We simply apply the formula in (5.1) 
with ai= OYi, and multiply the result by y, . .. y,. Here, the h, and hi are 
both logarithmic derivatives, since they are (S, D)-conjugate to Oyi. Thus, 
h,- hi has the form L(b) - L(c), which is S(c) L(c-‘b) CC’ by (2.9)(7). 
Taking the product over i>j and noting that the group K*/[K*, K*] is 
abelian, we conclude that: 
THEOREM 5.6. The Dieudonni determinant of an invertible Wronskian 
matrix W,( y,, . . . . y,) is given in K*/[K*, K*] by the product of y, . ..y. 
with n(n - 1)/2 logarithmic derivatives together with a factor of the form 
S(c) c-l where CE K*. 
Since W,( y,, . . . . y,))’ is given by diag(y;i, ..,, y;‘). Vn(Oyl, . . . . Oyn)-‘, 
we can also use (5.5) to determine the inverse of the Wronskian matrix, if it 
exists. The matrix Wf( y,, . . . . y,) can be treated in the same way, by using 
the relation (4.12). 
6. REDUCTION OF VANDERMONDE AND WRONSKIAN MATRICES 
In linear algebra, the usual way to compute the determinant of the Van- 
dermonde matrix V,(a,, . . . . a,) is to carry out a sequence of elementary row 
operations on v,(a,, . . . . a,) in order to reduce it essentially to the smaller 
Vandermonde matrix I’, _ i(u2, . . . . a,). The method we used under Section 5 
is different from this classical method in that no inductive procedure is 
used, and the Vandermonde matrix V;l: “(al, . . . . a,) is “factored” directly 
into a product of a lower triangular matrix with an upper triangular 
matrix. Under this section, we shall show that the classical method can also 
be generalized to the (K, S, D)-setting, so that it is possible to “reduce” an 
n x n (S, D)-Vandermonde matrix to an (n - 1) x (n - 1) Vandermonde 
matrix by elementary operations. This method, of course, yields a second 
computation of the Dieudonne determinant of I’: “(a,, . . . . a,). 
We first introduce the following two n x n lower triangular matrices, 
where n > 2, c is any element of K, and fj are the functions constructed 
under Section 2 (with f 8 = id): 
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0 
f;(c) 0 0 
f;(c) f:(c) 0 . . . . . . 
f;;-‘2(Cj j--2(4 i......figi;Cj’ ( 





Note that Ed is just f;-:(c) if we define fi to be zero whenever i < j. 
In the following, we shall use the vector notation a for the n-tuple 
(a 1, . . . . a,), and write a’ for (a;, . . . . a;), where c E K*, and n is fixed. We also 
write F’(a) = v,(a) for the general Vandermonde matrix I$ “(al, . . . . a,) 
and write V nPl.n(aC) for the (n - 1) x n Vandermonde matrix built on a’ 
(i.e., the matrix formed by the first n - 1 rows of Vn(ac)). 
THEOREM 6.3. ( 1) For a = (a,, . . . . a,) and any c E K*, we have 
E(c). V(a) = 
( 
0 0 ... 0 
> Ll,.Wbc ’ 
(2) Zf c E K is different from each of uj, then 
T(c)* V(a)= 
( 
(a, -c)-’ 0 
I/ 
.‘,_.~‘u”-w 
n-1.n (a, ) . ..) uy=) >( 
al--c . . . 
0 > an--c . 
(3) Zf a, is different from each of u2, . . . . a,, then 
r(u,).V(a)=[ ~~-,~~~~~‘~“.::~il,ij, 
where V, _ 1(b) is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) Vundermonde matrix built on 
b = (a;~-~‘, . . . . uy”‘) . 
Proof: (1) The first row of the product on the left-hand side of (1) 
is clearly zero. Thus, we need only evaluate the (i + 2,j)th entry of the 
left-hand side for ia 0. This entry is 
i+l 
(E(c).V(a))i+2,j=CE(c)i+2,kV(a)kj= C fL,(c)Nk-l(uj) 
k k=l 
= c f~(c)Nk(uj)=Ni(u;)~c by (2.9)(l). 
k=O 
This is precisely the (i + 2,j)th entry of the matrix on the right side of (1). 
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Now assume that c # uj for allj. Both sides of (2) have first row (1, . . . . 1); 
let us evaluate the (i+ 2,j)th entry of the left side, where ia 0. This entry is 
Ni+ lC”j) - C fitc) Nk(“j) 
k=O 
= k$ofi(uj) Nk(“j) - i f!c(C) Nk(aj) (by (2.9)(3)) 
k=O 
I 
= 1 f:(“j-C) Nk(“j) 
k=O 
= Ni(ui”i-‘) * (uj-c) (by (2.9)(l)). 
This is precisely the (i + 2,j)th entry of the matrix on the right side of (2). 
Finally, assume that a, # uj for all j 2 2. We take c = a,. Then, by the 
above computation, the (i + 2,j)th entry is zero for j = 1, and is 
N,(uF-“1) . (uj - a,) for j > 2. This proves the desired formula (3). Q.E.D. 
It follows from (3) above that there is an inductive formula for the 
Dieudonne determinant of an invertible Vandermonde matrix: 
det V,,(a) = det I’,- ,(b) . (a* - ul)(uJ - a,). . . (a, - a,) E K*/[K*, K*]. 
(6.4) 
Using this and induction, we have another derivation of the determinant 
formula in (5.1). Note that in the case when D = 0, the reducing matrix 
r(u,) takes the simple form 
This is exactly the matrix used by Richman and Wang in [RW]. 
If, moreover, S= id, left multiplication by r(u,) corresponds to the 
well-known classical row reductions used for computing the usual 
Vandermonde determinant. 
Next, we turn to the Wronskian matrix W,(y) = W,(y,, . . . . y,). Because 
of the relation (4.8), we expect that, for c = L(y,), T(c) will be a reducing 
matrix for W,,(y). We shall check below that, indeed, left multiplication 
of W,(y) by T(L(y,)) will reduce it to a Wronskian matrix of size 
(n-l)x(n-1). 
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THEOREM 6.6. Assume that yl # 0. Then 




where z = (z2, . . . . z,) with zi = S( y,) D( y,’ y,). 
Proof: The first row of Z(L(y,)) W,(y) is clearly (yr,..., y,), so it 
suffices to compute the (i+2,j)th entry of Z(L(y,)) W,(y), where ia0. 
This entry is D’+ ‘(y,) - Cf =&(L( yl)) ZIk(yj). For j = 1, this is zero by 
(2.2)(3). Forj>2, this is equal to (in view of (2.2)(3)): 
= kgofL(L(Yj) - UY,)) @YY~) (by 1inearW 
= m(uYj) - UYA)Yjl (by (2.2W)) 
=D’Cs(Yl) L(YC’Yj)YL1 Yjl (by G-)(V) 
= WS(Y,) WY;’ Yj)). 
This is precisely the (i + 2,j)th entry of the matrix on the right side of (6.7). 
Q.E.D. 
There is actually a somewhat simpler reduction of W,,(y) to an 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) Wronskian matrix which is in direct generalization of a 
well-known formula for W,(y) (cf. [Mu, pp. 662-6631). Define the new 
lower triangular matrix 
f 8(c) 




f;;-“(C) f;-‘(C) ‘.:: 
(6.8) 
f;:;(c) 
so that A(c),=fj::(c), with again the convention that fj=O whenever 
i<j. Then we have the following identities: 
PROPOSITION 6.9. (1) A(c). V(a)= V(a’).cZ, for all CEK*. 
(2) A(c)- W(y)= W(c.y)for all cEKandy=(y,,...,y,). 
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Proof. (1) follows directly from (2.9)(l), and (2) follows directly from 
(2.2)(2)- Q.E.D. 
For the Vandermonde matrix, (1) above is not suitable for computing 
det I’(a); instead, we have to use the reducing matrix r(a,) in (6.2). But 
for the Wronskian matrix, (6.9)(2) is well-suited to the computation of 
det W(y). Indeed, assuming y, # 0 and choosing c = y; l, we obtain from 
(6.9)(2) the following new reduction of the Wronskian: 
&Y,‘). WY) = WL Y$Y*, . . . . Y;‘Yn) 
y,‘y, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y;‘y, 
: wn- I(WIIYd, ..*3 m;'YJ) . 
(6.10) 
This provides a somewhat simpler inductive procedure for computing 
det W,(Y). 
The matrix d,(c) has been used by Jacobson and Saltman in checking 
the associativity of the skew polynomial ring K[ t, S, O] (see [JS, Chap. 1, 
Section 11). In fact, there they used the row-finite infinite matrix A m(c). 
The matrices d,(c), E,,(c), and f,(c) are related by several interesting 
identities, which are collected in the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.11. (1) d,(cd) = d,(c) d,(d). 
(2) J%(cd) = Kl(c) d,(d). 




o A,_ ,(s(c)) 
) 
.d,(c)-’ (when c#O). 
Proof. Both (1) and (2) follow from the Leibniz Rule (2.2)(l). For (3), 
first note that the two sides of the equation have identical first row and first 
column. Second, for i, j > 2, the matrix on the right has (i, j)-entry 
f;::(c) --fjI:(s(c)) =f;:;:(D(c)), which is exactly the (i, j)-entry of 
E,,(D(c)). To prove (4), note that, for all a, do K, 
f,(d) d,(c) = (In -&l(d)) d”(C) = d,(c) -J%(d) d,(c) = d,(c) - &(dc) 
by (2). For d = L(c), we have further 
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by (3). Thus, 
m(d)= 8 ( O A,-,(S(c)) )4w’=(; AHplys(c))) 4?(c)-‘. 
Note that, by (l), the matrix d,(c)-’ can also be written as d,(c-‘). 
Q.E.D. 
7. LEFT RANK AND RIGHT RANK 
In [L, Section 61, it has been shown by an example that the rank of a 
(square) Vandermonde matrix V need not be equal to the rank of VT (the 
transpose of I’). Under this section, we shall generalize this example to 
show that rank P’ and rank VT can differ by any amount, so it would be 
essentially hopeless to try to find a relation between rank V and rank VT. 
By the analogue of CL, Theorem 83 in the (S, D)-setting, rank 
I’,(a, ,..., a,) is the degree of the minimal polynomial of {ai, . . . . a,}. Since 
we use only left polynomials in defining the minimal polynomial, the rank 
in question here should be called the left rank. Let us assume, for con- 
venience, that S = id and D = 0. Of course, V,(ai , . . . . u~)~ is still a “Vander- 
monde matrix”; its rank is determined by taking the minimum of the 
degrees of all right polynomials vanishing on {a,, . . . . a,}, or, in other 
words, the right rank of {a,, . . . . a,}. Therefore, the issue at hand is that of 
comparing the left rank and the right ‘rank of a finite set {a,, . . . . a,} in a 
division ring K The following construction of a set (a,, . . . . a,} in a finite 
dimensional cyclic division algebra with left rank and right rank differing 
by an arbitrary amount was suggested to us by Ka-Hin Leung. The most 
interesting feature of this construction is that the Vandermonde matrix 
over a field is used to help understand Vandermonde matrices over a 
division ring. 
Let k be a fixed base field of characteristic zero, and let F 3 k be a cyclic 
fieldextensionofdegreen>l.LetK=FOF.yO...OF.y”-’beacyclic 
division k-algebra of degree n, where y” = c E k*, and the conjugation by y 
on F generates Gal(F/k). 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let a be an element of F\k and A, be its conjugucy 
class in K. Then A={(i-y)u(i-y)pl:l<i<n}~A, husleft rank 2 and 
right rank = dim, k(u). 
Proof. Let b = yuy-’ E F. Clearly, b #a, and 
f(t)=(t-u)(t-b)=(t-b)(t-u)EF[t]‘K[t] 
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is the left minimal polynomial of {a, b} s K. We look for conjugates 
dud-‘(dE K*) which are roots off(t) as a left polynomial. We need to have 
du*d--‘-(a+b)dud-‘+ub=O or du2-(u+b)du+ubd=O (7.2) 
This is solved by d = y and by d= 1, 2, . . . . n (since a, b are both roots of 
f(t) as a left polynomial). Therefore, (7.2) is also solved by d = i-y, 
1 < id n. This shows thatf(d) = 0 whenf(t) is viewed as a left polynomial, 
so the left rank of A is 2. To show that the right rank of A is dim, k(u), 
consider any right polynomial g(t) = C 6 ej E K[t] which vanishes on A. 
Look at the set 
E= (0) u (dEK*: d-lad is a root of g(t)) 
=(O}u{dEK*:C(d-‘udye,=O} 
= {dEK:Cd’dej=O}. 
This set is clearly a left F-vector space, and, since g(t) vanishes on 
(i-~)u(i-y))’ (l<idn), E contains (i-y))’ for l<i<n. From the 
formula 
(i-y)(i”-‘+ i”-*y+ . . . +iy”-2+yn-‘)=i”-yn=i”-cEk*, 
it follows that E contains i”-‘+i”-*y+ ... +iy”-*+y”-’ for l<i<n. 
By a Vandermonde matrix argument, we see that E contains 1, y,..., y”-‘. 
(Here we use the assumption that char(k) =O.) Therefore, E contains 
F+ F-y+ . . . + F. y”- ’ = K; i.e., E = K. This shows that a right polynomial 
vanishes on A iff it vanishes on A, ; therefore, A and A, have the same right 
rank. But, by the remarks preceding [L, Theorem 181, the right rank of A, 
is given by the degree of the minimal polynomial of a over k; i.e., it is 
dim, k(u). Thus, the right rank of A is dim, k(u). Q.E.D. 
In particular, if we take a to be a primitive element of the separable 
extension F/k, then A will have left rank 2 and right rank n. In fact, any 
m-element subset (m>/2) of A will have left rank 2 and right rank m. 
It follows that, for any i, < i, < ... < i,, the Vundermonde matrix 
Vm(“i, 7 ...9 a,,,,) has rank 2, but its transpose has full rank m. 
On the positive side, certain relations do exist between the left roots and 
the right roots of a polynomial f(t) = C bit’ = C t’bi E K[t], at least in the 
case when K is a division algebra linite dimensional over its center. In this 
case, we have shown that any right root off(t) in K is conjugate to a left 
root of f(t) (and vice versa). However, this need not be true if K has 
infinite dimension over its center; for details, see [LL]. 
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